SFXDX - Merging
Blockchain &
Financial Services
together
We create and modify existing blockchain
solutions using state-of-art technologies in
various economic fields: financial systems,
GameFi, intellectual property rights, trading
systems in crypto, technologies of distributed
data storage, entertainment applications,
social media, and so on.

Smart Contracts

using Rust & Solidity

Ethereum tools and
Ethereum
blockchain bridges

We develop smart contracts using the ERC
20/721/1155 token standards, which are
currently used in different fields of
application: various DeFi projects, NFT
industry, DAOs, DEXs, game platforms like
casinos, poker, lottery games, etc.

We implement sophisticated solutions
deployed on top of existing blockchains
(layer 2), sustaining the interaction between
your platform and other chains which eases
the chain support and integration with other
services.

and
 Web
development
dApps

In addition to blockchain development, we are
also engaged in full-stack development. You will
be able to get a whole project from scratch with
a friendly user interface and solid secure backend development.



The outsourcing projects we have developed
are based on various widely used blockchains,
such as Ethereum, Solana, Dfinity, Algorand,
Polkadot, Avalanche, Secret Network, Fantom,
and others.



Our main stack is Golang, Node.js, React.js,
Nest.js, Vue.js, and Web3.js.

You can find more information about us
scanning the QR-code below.

How to
work 

with us?

Maxim Prishchepo
Founder & CEO at SFXDX

The first steps are to gather all the necessary
information, conduct subsequent research,
and analysis, as well as to form viable product
requirements which satisfy the minimum
consumer functionality. Then we approve
those requirements with the customer,
structure and split them between the team
members. After the payment is made we go to
the next project stage - the project start. 

During this stage, we split the tasks among
sprints or milestones in order to facilitate the
development and avoid the demand of
receiving a whole amount for the entire
project development. Each sprint brings us
closer to a successful product release and its
future support.

telegram: @sfxdxteam

skype: sfxdxru

e-mail: info@sfxdx.com

